
Roar AWVBS Drama Session #3 
 
Setting: Syd and Charlie are still in the Serengeti Escape room and working to solve the 
newest puzzle.  
PROP: Removable photo of Zebra snake with name on front “Naja nigricincta / Zebra Cobra” 
and paper taped on back. Also paper & pencils. 
 
SFX:  Drums growing then decrease and stay in background very faint 
LIGHTS UP 
SLIDE: Map with cipher 
 
Charlie: (¾ turn looking up at slide and has map in hand & is comparing)  This map seems 
to be  the same as what’s on the phone & screen. There here are two routes. I guess those 
weird letters at the top are the cipher. Somehow we have to figure out which one is right so 
we can the safari guides which route they should take. (continue to stare and contemplate) 
 
Syd: (remembers and hesitantly asks) Hey Charlie, what did you mean when you said your 
mom bought our VIP passes to BRIBE you into coming here with me? 
 
Charlie:(caught, embarrassed, regret saying that aloud-turn to Syd) Well Syd, to be honest, I 
really didn’t want to come spend the summer with you this year. 
 
Syd: (surprised/hurt) What? Really? Why not? I thought you liked coming here. 
 
Charlie:(frustrated, but sad; then take a long heavy sigh)  I guess I kinda do.  Well, it’s 
complicated. 
 
Syd: (reassuringly) You can tell me anything, Charlie. I am here for you. 
 
Charlie:(disheartened) A lot has been happening for me lately. (regain composure) 
Maybe...maybe we should talk about it later. 
 
Syd:(questionly) What do you mean? What’s happening?  You can tell me, cuz. 
 
Charlie:(relieved/sad) Well, I’m not sure if you know this or not, but my folks are separated 
right now and are thinking about getting a divorce.  
 
Syd:(very surprised) WHAT? I had no idea! I am soooo sorry, Charlie! 
 
Charlie:Yea. (deep breath & sigh) So many things are changing for me. My mom isn’t sure if 
she wants to stay in our house, or move here closer to family. I don’t know if I will be with my 
mom or my dad, or have to change schools.  I just wanted to stay home this summer, but my 
mom made me come here so she could sort things out. Everything is a big mess. 



Syd: Wow. Just like Caesar. (shakes head, thinking about it) 
 
Charlie: (confused) Caesar? Huh? 
 
Syd: My good friend Caesar a similar situation a couple of years ago. I wanted him to come 
with us today, but it is his dad’s weekend, and then your mom got VIP passes and I didn’t 
want to ask. 
 
Charlie: Sooooo? Why are you telling me about Caesar? (looks at map) Let’s just skip it and 
get back to the cipher. (¾ turn to look at map slide AND PICKS UP A PAPER) 
 
Syd:I thought of Caesar, because through his experience, I learned that even when Life 
Changes, God is good.  
 
Charlie: (annoyed) Everything ALWAYS goes back to God with you, Syd! (throws map down 
towards Syd)  
 
Syd: Yep. It sure does. But that is a GOOD thing, Charlie. My Mom always says, “Give 
thanks to the Lord, for He is Good. His faithful love endures forever.” (notices and takes map 
& studies it) 
 
Charlie: (hurt/frustrated, looking around room) If God is so good, why doesn’t he just fix 
everything and make people NOT get a divorce?!  
 
Syd: (still studying cipher) Well, he could do that, but he doesn’t “make” people do things. 
 
Charlie: I just wish things could stay the same. I don’t like change. 
 
Syd: (looks up at Charlie) Change can be difficult, but it isn’t always bad. I didn’t know that 
was happening to your family, Charlie. But God did. And he will be faithful to see you 
through all the changes coming your way.  In fact, my friend Caesar said that even though 
he didn’t want his parents to get a divorce, the experience brought him closer to God and 
even to his sister and parents. He even gets his Dad to go to church with him sometimes 
now. (goes back to looking at map) 
 
Charlie: He sounds pretty cool, I guess, but Caesar can’t help us with this Cipher...we better 
get back to… 
 
Syd: That’s it! Caesar’s Cipher! This code could be A CAESAR’s CIPHER! A substitution 
system...but what is the shift? And why is there an aardvark on here? (points to map) 
 
Charlie: Hey wait! Fold it back...fold it back to the way it was when we got it! 
 



Syd: (starts folding into 3 sections) Of course! You are brilliant, Charlie! And look! The 
Aardvark lines up perfectly centered, but it is printed weird, like it is backwards or something. 
Why? 
 
Charlie: 3 folds….and the aardvark is backwards…..something about a three and an 
aardvark? 
 
Syd: THREE A’s! There are 3 A’s in the word, Aardvark! So what if we shift the letter A back 
3 in the alphabet. 
 
Charlie: Yea! (looks around, grabs paper & pencil and writes while speaking) Ok that means 
A is now X, and B is Y, C is Z, D is now the letter A……(mumbles & writes on the paper and 
pretends to write it out A-Z...take a moment…) So it translates to: T-A-K-E 
 
Syd: (turns towards audience) Take! 
 
Charlie:  P-A-T-H 
 
Syd:  Path!  Take which path? 
 
Charlie: T-W-O 
 
Syd:  TWO! 
 
Charlie & Syd (look at each other, pause then yell excitedly) TAKE PATH TWO! 
 
(Syd runs to grabs phone, stops, offers it to Charlie) 
 
Charlie:(excitedly texts and reads aloud) Take Path Two! SEND! 
 
VIDEO:  Host #5  
 
HOST/Pi Video 5 :  Hello? Take Path TWO? OK! YES! You solved this just in time,  as we 
are at the crossroads (look left and right) and didn’t know which way to go! Thank you 
friends! (Gets a text during facetime chat and gets too close & looks strangely/comically 
closely into phone reads then pulls back) Maiwe! Oh no! What is this? I don’t understand.  I 
just got picture sent to my phone from an unknown number. It is a picture of a dazzle of 
zebra. Does that mean anything to you? I will send it to you. (turn off camera speaking to 
someone), OK! Just a moment! (turns back to phone/screen) Remember, walkie talkie is for 
emergency only, text me to share information...but the farther we go out, reception is isn’t 
always reliable, so if I don’t respond, it might mean it didn’t go through. Pi out!  
 
Charlie & Syd pick up phone and look at it carefully, then when slide comes on,  



SLIDE: Zebra  
 
Charlie: A dazzle of zebra? Wow! Who knew…(continue to stare at screen curiously) 
 
Syd: Look! Up in the far left corner, is that a snake? I think it is a zebra snake--a poisonous, 
spitting, cobra type snake. 
 
Charlie: It’s a hiddle picture! Ok! Snakes are often used as the bad guys in stories... (look 
around room and see picture) It’s like this one! (go close to picture read name aloud) “Naja 
Nigricincta / Zebra Cobra”.  (and take it off wall and investigates and sees paper taped on 
back ) 
 
Syd: What are you doing?! (notices they found a clue) What is that?! 
 
Charlie:(removes paper & opens it & briefly looks at it) 
 
Syd: That is so cool! Send Pi a text! Can we send him a picture of this too? 
 
Charlie: On it! (picks up starts texting) (takes picture of unfolded paper then texts) SEND! 
 
Syd: This is so fun! Thanks for such a cool day, God! (looking up smiling then turn to 
Charlie) Your tech skills are pretty impressive, Charlie! 
 
Charlie: Thanks! And Syd (pause) I’m sorry I said that about my mom bribing me to hang out 
with you.  And..Thanks for always encouraging me & for reminding me that God is is good. 
You’re a good cousin, and an even better friend. I appreciate you. 
 
Syd:  No problem, cuz. 
 
Charlie:  If you wanna call it quits here and head over to the concert I’d be totally cool with 
that.  I have no problem pushing the red button right now and getting us out of here. 
 
Syd:  Are you kidding? I’m having a great time, and I’m even more glad to be with you.  Let’s 
keep this party going! (picks up note and motions for Charlie to come look at it) *NOTE 
YOUR PLACE ON STAGE AND GO BACK TO IT DAY 4.* 
 
SFX:  Drum Outro 
 
 
Blackout 


